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you know that we have authored a series of articles to get you on the right path to learning how
to install your own dashcam? This is the first of three articles in this "How-To Identify" Series.
You can use the links below to continue to the other articles. What is a fuse type, and why do I
need to know which one I have? Just like in your home, your fuse box controls the electrical
flow, or power, throughout your car. The Mini is the most common fuse type, based on our
observations. To use a dash cam installation kit , you will need to remove one of the fuses from
the fuse box and replace it with the fuse tap included in the installation kit. This will link your
dash cam to your fuse box and will ensure that your dash cam powers on when your car turns
on and powers off when your car powers off. Fuse boxes and fuse types vary not only from car
to car, but also from year and model. If you want to save yourself some time and money and
ensure that you are purchasing the right installation kit for your needs, the best way to know the

exact fuse type that you need is to open your fuse box and take a look. Ready to find your fuse
box and discover which fuse type your car has? The manual should direct you to an illustrated
diagram of your vehicle, showing the locations of all of your fuse boxes. Many vehicles have
more than one fuse box, and they are often located under the hood, in the trunk, or somewhere
inside the cabin of the vehicle. For some vehicles, there may even be multiple fuse boxes in the
cabin alone. If your car has more than one fuse box, it will make things easier if you choose to
work with the fuse box that is closest to where you will install your dash cam. In most vehicles,
the box is located behind an easily-removable panel or cover, however it could be behind the
glove box, behind a kick-panel in the driver or passenger side foot well, or under the carpet or
the floorboard of some vehicles. To help you identify the fuse box, there may be a fuse or
lightning bolt symbol on the cover. Once you find the fuse box, remove the cover to expose the
fuses inside. Now that we've found our fuses, we're ready to pull them. Carefully use a small set
of pliers to remove one of the fuses from the fuse box. Many vehicles will include a small plastic
tool called a fuse puller on the inside of the fuse box cover. Our fuse type chart was designed to
scale, so if you are having a hard time deciphering which fuse type your car has, you can put
your fuse on top of the fuse chart and slide it over to see which fuse type fits! Click on the
image above to download and print a PDF of our fuse type diagram. Refer back to the picture
that you took on your phone during Step 4, and replace the fuse cover. Ready to buy the right
dash cam install kit for your vehicle's fuse type? How about a complete DIY installation bundle?
Please visit one of the following links below:. Users must be aware that updates and
amendments will be made from time to time to these instructions. It is the user's responsibility
to determine whether there have been any such updates or amendments. Step 3: Locate Your
Fuse Box Many vehicles have more than one fuse box, and they are often located under the
hood, in the trunk, or somewhere inside the cabin of the vehicle. Step 5: Carefully Remove a
Fuse Carefully use a small set of pliers to remove one of the fuses from the fuse box. Best Dash
Cams of Comparison Tool. Forums Search forums New posts. What's new New posts New
profile posts Latest activity. Contact Us. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. Search forums. New posts. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Piggy-back fuseholders - a right way and a wrong way? Thread starter eugenel Start
date Sep 25, I'm about to hardwire in another dashcam using a piggy-back mini-fuse holder.
Prior to doing this, I had a quick ferret at it with a multimeter and reckon ideally the piggy-back
should be fitted one war around and not the other. It will work both ways, but one way will result
in the current flowing to the dashcam flowing through both fuses in series. Well, check out the
illustration:. Whatatay Member. You are completely correct. Although it works both ways, for the
reason you mentioned, only one way is correct, also for the reason you mentioned. The
intention is to use the A side to tap off power to go to the red wire through a fuse rated for that
circuit while leaving the original circuit as it is. If it is used correctly, both fuses do not need to
be the same rating. They are two different circuits. If used incorrectly and the lower fuse for the
original circuit is a lower rating than the new circuit connected to the red wire, it may blow
before the fuse for the new circuit does. Last edited: Sep 26, Nigel Well-Known Member. I
reckon you plan to have it the wrong way around! If you connect it as you plan and have both
fuses the same rating as the original then you can draw twice the original power, however the
cable providing the power to the A side of the fuse will probably only be rated to match the
original fuse, or in my case the relay supplying power to the A side of the fuse is only rated to
match the original fuse. Realistically, if you are only powering a dashcam and fit a 2 or 3 amp
fuse in the top and the original 10 or 20 amp fuse in the bottom then there isn't much to worry
about whichever way around you have it. The right way is to insert the fuse tap with what you
called A is the one that receives the voltage. Break the connection in the middle of a spare fuse
the lowest amp rating - the thinner you don't need create a separation between the "legs" A and
B. Insert that fuse to the place you want to tap. Check with a multimeter or a fuse tester like this
one below which leg is A and which is B. Chode Active Member. The third one was used to
create a manual breaker for a particular circuit. Harry Lime New Member. Good thread, I hadn't
thought about which way round when I fitted one the other day but there's a really simple way to
check which way is correct. Just pull the 'main' fuse from the piggy back module and plug it
back in with just the 'accessory' fuse in place. It will only work one way round and that is the
correct way. Then put the 'main' fuse back in again. Harry Lime said:. Nigel said:. I still say that
is the wrong way! Now we decide to get the power from the fuse for the clock using a fuse tap,
the clock uses 10 milliamps and is protected by a 1A fuse, so we put the original 1A fuse in the
bottom of the fuse tap and the new 20A fuse for our new spot lights in the top of the fuse tap.
Now we have two options for fitting the fuse tap: If we fit the fuse tap your way around then

when the new lights are turned on we draw 17A for the lights plus 10mA for the clock but the
wiring for the clock is only rated at 1A so it will very quickly get very hot, melt it's insulation
causing a short circuit and maybe burn the car to it's metal shell. If we fit the fuse tap the other
way around then all that happens is that the 1A fuse burns out to protect the 1A wiring and the
car lives for another day. Which is the safer option? Why would you not choose the safe
option? It is possible that every fuse in your fuse box is provided with power by A cable via A
relays but copper cable is both expensive and heavy and A relays are expensive and rather
large so that is very unlikely! And, yes, if we decide to do something stupid then your way
around protects you. Hi Nigel, I think you're wrong there. The 12v bus is on the one side of all
the fuses. That's kind of the point. The piggy back unit should be fitted so both fuses are
tapping power from the bus side. If fitted wrong way around, the accessory fuse is getting
power via the main fuse and that can never be right. After all, if we are to fit the piggy back your
way, there is no point in using a second fuse at all for the acc circuit, it might as well share the
current from the main fuse directly. So I'm unpersuaded that my method is wrong. I'm always
open to rethink with a logical argument of course, but I still think this is correct: Just pull the
'main' fuse from the piggy back module and plug it back in with just the 'accessory' fuse in
place. Hi Nir, Yep, saw that, and you're right of course. The second fuse should be getting
power from the 12v input. My contribution to the thread, which I thought was being helpful until
all this contraversy, was that you can achieve that correct connection without using broken
fuses or multimeters. Just pull the main fuse and test which way around turns your camera on,
then put it back. Job done. Hillbilly Well-Known Member. Chode said:. Bumping up an old
thread! See the quoted section in the post right above yours - it answers your question. I'm still
not sure, I feel like I'm missing something very obvious. You must log in or register to reply
here. Piggyback fuse. Dec 23, Mar 18, Sep 24, I will be using my own car Mitsubishi Lancer GTS
but this setup will work for almost any vehicle. Although most dash-cam manufactures
recommend the use of the 12v accessory slot to power your dash-cam, this method eliminates
the use of unwanted wires inside your car. By hardwiring the dash-cam to your car's fuse block,
you can hide the wires and still have access to your 12v accessory slot. Since my car is stored
in a underground parking garage, I was able to select a dash-cam with lithium ion battery.
Depending on where you live, you may choose a camera with extreme temperature resistance.
Different companies offer dash-cams with capacitors that are capable of withstanding higher
temperatures. A 12v to 5v voltage converter. This version has 2 usb outputs because I also have
a Rear facing camera optional. This is different for each car so please refer to your car's owner's
manual in order to find the size of the fuse blade. With this new circuit, the 15amp fuse blade
powers the accessory socket while the 5-amp fuse blade powers the dash-cam. In order to
ground the circuit, you may connect a wire originating from any metallic, unpainted surface
within the car. After accessing 12v from slot 13 of the lanycer's fuse block, we can power up the
voltage converter. Black negative wire from the voltage converter connects to any unpainted
metallic surface inside the car. Once these connections have been made, you can run the wires
along the left side of the fuse block, up the side airbag and behind the top of the windshield. I
also have an extension cable to power the second, rear facing camera but this is completely
optional. Introduction: Simple Hardwired Dashcam. More by the author:. About: Youtube: Hello
everyone! There are three major components that are needed for this setup. A 12v to 5v voltage
converter I used a converter that is built for automotive wiring. Lastly, you will need various
tools. There are two screws that hold up the plastic cover that covers the fuse block. Wiring is
extremely simple! Red positive wire from the fuse tap connects to the red positive voltage
converter wire. This voltage converter came with two outputs micro usb and female usb. Once I
connected the dash cam to the usb, it immediately turned on and started recording. I also have
an extension cable to power the second, rear facing camera but this is completely optional The
dash cam is mounted onto the top of the windshield using 3m mounting tape included. If you
want to see more videos like this, please consider subscribing to my YouTube channel. Lastly,
thank you for your support. Participated in the Epilog Challenge 9 View Contest. Did you make
this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in Arduino. Mars
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splitter-type device that slides into an occupied slot in an automotive fuse block to create an
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lockers We deliver to parcel lockers around Australia. Dangerous Goods Dangerous goods in
reference to shipping are items or substances that when transported are a risk to health, safety,
property or the environment. Airfreight Not Available. In Stock. Add to cart. If you've ever
wanted to install 12VDC devices near or around your dash but have been put off by the need to
manually install new wiring and run it into your engine bay this is a great solution. Simply plug
the fuse into a socket in your fusebox and you'll have an instant 12VDC power source. A great
way to power headrest monitors, extra internal car lighting, gauges, and more. Outputs to a
female bullet crimp connector. Comes in standard and mini blade fuse models. Please Enter
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